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Breaking up is hard to do

ESTEVE VILANOVA.Journalist

I

’m a little emreached meltdown: a
barrassed about
cousin back in Liverit but I have
pool, my brother-inbeen gripped by the
law, a neighbour and
NEIL STOKES
divorce case be- nstokes@cataloniatoday.cat a friend in Barcetween Paul McCartlona.
ney and Heather
If you compare the
Mills. For those of you with situations of the McCartneys
better things to do, here is a with that of my family and
brief summary.
friends, you won’t find a lot in
Back in July 2006, Sir Paul common. But, I feel, that is the
cited Mills’ "unreasonable be- point. Celebrities live on anhaviour" in order to begin di- other planet with amazing revorce proceedings. Mills hit sources at their disposal.
back for all she was worth, deUnlike in Sir Paul’s case, in
manding £125 million in a the cases mentioned above, it is
settlement. Sir Paul offered a the woman who began the propaltry £15 million. The gaunt- cess of separation. The men,
let had been thrown down, it even if they had wanted to, just
was 'game on' and I went to could not afford it. It’s reasonmake myself a cup tea.
able that the person who will
Gallons of tea later, the look after the kids – in these
bloody saga drew to its grisly cases the wife – should stay in
end. The judge ordered the family home.
McCartney to fork out £10
However, the men still have
million more than he had orig- to continue to pay their part of
inally offered. This is nowhere the mortgage and being avernear the £125 million that Mills age Joes, cannot afford to buy
had demanded but in euros it another house. The result in
still works out as absolutely my cousin’s case, for example,
stacks of cash.
is that at 41 years of age he is
Not wanting the vast back at his parents’ house, feelamounts of time invested in ing humiliated as well as alone.
following the story to go to
This is not a problem for the
waste, I felt obliged to ask my- rich who can feel disappointed
self what could be learnt from at 'only' getting a £25 million
McCartney-Mills break-up.
settlement. But perhaps this
As luck would have it – if you gap has its bright side: necessity
take my meaning – I am sur- may mean that the people I
rounded by marital break-ups know will find solutions to
at the moment. In the last few their problems more quickly
weeks, no less than four and more satisfactorily than
couples close to me have those in the media spotlight.

Low on optimism, high on hope
For Catalans, a return to firmness of purpose is needed in today’s politics

T

The recent election results brought to
mind an essay I had read by Zygmunt
Bauman. The learned sociologist made
an analysis of today’s society that he
dubbed a "liquid society", given that, in his view, it
resembles the quality of liquids, "a substance that
cannot maintain its form for any length of time".
This is a society that offers no resistance and is
characterised by its great capacity for mutation
and adaptation, resulting in a high level of relativism. As the results came in on election night I
couldn’t help asking myself where was that famous spirit of the "angry Catalan". Where were
those people who demonstrated in Barcelona demanding the right to decide? Where were the users
of the local rail network?
Is it the case that my country is passing from a
state of forceful demand to fear? If there is little
commitment, firmness, resistance, and if we are so
liquid and adapt ourselves to protect ourselves
from the fears that various interests have created,
without it provoking even the smallest attempt at
self-affirmation, it is hard to be optimistic.
It will be a difficult job to earn and demand respect if we do not respect ourselves.
Before July we have to negotiate a new system of
government funding, a fundamental issue in delivering ourselves from the depths to which our
economy has sunk and putting right the unacceptable injustice of our fiscal deficit. The Catalan government has to negotiate with the central government on this issue upon which our economic future depends. This is why I am not optimistic.
It seems as if we Catalans never get a lucky break.
Every time that we are facing a key moment
in our history that will condition our future, it
coincides with a moment when we are at our
weakest. But never before has this included the
negative characteristic that currently affects us:
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we have lost respect.
From now on, whenever we feel cheated we cannot blame "them". The blame will be our own for
allowing ourselves to be tricked.
Can anyone imagine at the moment that the fiscal balance will be an objective element that will
serve as a basis for economic negotiation? The
PSOE in Catalonia and Spain have already said it
won’t. But how hard is it to imagine a different
situation if the 27 Catalan MPs of the PSC were
nationalists? All we can do now is wait for a stroke
of luck.
And the hope? Well, this is a country with two
thousand years of history and it has successfully
survived more critical moments than that it faces
today. However, that success has always come on
the back of hard work, from innovators and business leaders. It has also depended on the commitment of the Catalan people who have proved
themselves stronger and more stubborn than the
obstacles and lack of comprehension of our adversaries. In other words, they were far from liquid.
All that has to be done can only be achieved by us.
That is something to reflect on over Lent.
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t was a monumental downfall.
Nazi Germany was losing the war
and everything else. The country
was collapsing. Hitler, its ruthless,
criminal ruler, was falling apart too. The
last few days of April 1945 saw the unstoppable advance of the Soviet army
into Berlin. Hitler, in the then sombre
and stuffy atmosphere of the bunker
under the German chancellery, could
not escape the noise and tremors of the
direct hits that the building was suffering. Soviet forces, with their heavy artillery were closing in. Hitler’s once
mighty army had disintegrated, his
most trusted generals and friends were
abandoning him, if not directly ignoring his orders. In this atmosphere Hitler
designed his last grandiose coup de
teatre: he married his long-standing
girlfriend Eva Braun. They toasted with

champagne. It was a mixture of tragedy
and perhaps a little happiness. But the
impending doom could not be halted.
The war was lost.
On April 29, Mussolini was executed,
hanged upside down at a petrol station
in Milan, then thrown into the gutter,
spat on, kicked and abused. The news
quickly reached the Berlin bunker.
The following day Hitler was sure that
his time had come. He rejected the advice of his aides to flee and save his life.
But he knew there was nowhere he could
hide. In the early afternoon of April 30,
the newly-weds poisoned themselves,
and to make sure, Hitler shot himself in
the head. As he had asked explicitly in
his will, his body was taken outside,
doused with gasoline and burnt beyond
recognition. He decided to choose death
for himself and his wife "in order to es-

cape the disgrace of capitulation".
This is how the newspaper of the
United States Army, in its German edition printed in Frankfurt, reported the
news: "Adolf Hitler, for 12 years the
master of Germany and the man who set
out to conquer the world, died yesterday
afternoon, the German radio at Hamburg announced last night. Declaring
that Grand Admiral Karl Doenitz, commander-in-chief of the German Navy,
was Hitler’s successor, the radio stated.
"It is reported from Der Fuehrer’s headquarters that Der Fuehrer, Adolf Hitler,
has fallen this afternoon at his command post in the Reich Chancellery,
fighting to the last breath against Bolshevism and for Germany".
On the back page there was a picture
of Hitler and Mussolini with this sarcastic headline: "Hitler joins his pal".

